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ABSTRACT. The dynamic triggering due to the great Tohoku M 9 earthquake Japan (2011) was
observed in local seismicity all around the globe. We presume that Tohoku EQ could also trigger local
seismic events in Georgia (Caucasus), which is separated from Japan by 7800 km. It was discovered
during integrated analysis of seismic and water level records in wells that besides S, L and R waves,
multiple surface Rayleigh waves also induce water level oscillations. © 2014 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad.
Sci.
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Presently, there are a lot of observations on the
significant impact of such small external forcings on
the seismic regime, namely on the seismicity induced
by wave trains of remote strong earthquakes (EQ).
Many of such results still are the subject of intense
scientific discussions, but nevertheless are quite logi-
cal in the light of undisputable strong nonlinearity of
processes underlying seismicity. One of the main fac-
tors reducing local strength is the pore pressure of
fluids, which is the scope of relatively new direction,
so-called hydroseismology. The stresses imparted
by teleseismic wave trains according to assessments
are 105 times smaller than confining stresses at the
depth, where the tremors are generated [1, 2]. Our
laboratory data on stick-slip confirm the reality of

triggering and synchronization under weak mechani-
cal forcing [3]. According to [4-7] the dynamically
triggered tremors (DTT) can be related to the fluid
pore pressure change due to passage of wave trains
from remote strong earthquakes; that is why we car-
ried out integrated analysis of seismic and WL data.

The dynamic triggering due to the great Tohoku
M 9 earthquake (2011), Japan was observed in local
seismicity all around the globe [8-10]. We presume
that Tohoku EQ could also trigger local seismic events
in Georgia (Caucasus), which is a continental colli-
sion area, separated from Japan by 7800 km. The
teleseismic waves’ phases onsets at Tbilisi and Oni
seismic stations (s/s) for the main shock are as fol-
lowing (UTC/GMT): p - 05 57 41, S - 06 07 26; Love -
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06 18 00, Rayleigh - 06 21 30. Besides looking for
seismic DT events from Tohoku EQ [11], our goal
was to compare the possible tremor signals with
anomalies in water levels (WL) in deep wells’ net-
work in Georgia, operated by the M. Nodia Institute
of Geophysics. Regular monitoring by this network
is going on for several decades. It was important to
find WL anomalous changes and compare them with
teleseismic waves’ phases as well as to assess pres-
sure and stress changes of correlated seismic and
WL signals: according to [4] the tremors can be trig-
gered by fluid pore pressure change during
teleseismic wave passage. It is documented that in
the far field (which is our case) mainly correlated with
seismic wave oscillations of WL are observed

(hydroseismograms), sometimes accompanied with
sustained WL change.  As the seismic impact is in-
stantaneous, it is expected that pore water has no
time to flow, which in turn means that the WL re-
sponse is undrained [5].

In Fig.1 we show water level respond to a series
of Japan earthquakes 11 March 2011 with following
p-wave arrival times of the main shock and after-
shocks: a) M 9; time - 05: 57; b) Mw7.4, time  - 06.19;
c) Mw =7.9, time – 06: 26; d) Mw =7.7, time – 06: 36.
As the WL values in different wells change in a very
wide range in order to show their reactions on the
same plot, the signals from the  i-th borehole (WLi)
are plotted in conventional units, namely, they are
shifted along y-axis according to the expression: (WLi)
= WLo–[min(WLi)]+offset; where WLo is the observed
WL, [min(WLi)] is a minimum WL in borehole for the
year 2011 and the offset is a constant, needed to fit
WL curves into the same plot.  For example, in Fig. 1
the value of [min(WL1)] for  Kobuleti is 106 cm, the
value of offset= 0; for Borjomi  [min(WL2)] is 523 cm;
offset - 6 cm.

 There is a very interesting detail on the WL plot
for Borjomi well (Fig.1, trace for Z-component): clear
delayed WL perturbations are registered at the fol-
lowing times: 08:11, 09:21, 11:14 and 12:33, which can-
not be associated with aftershocks. The possible ex-
planation of these anomalies is the passage of late
teleseismic phases, namely multiple surface waves
circling the Earth: according to [12] they also trigger
seismic events. The most effective in delayed trig-
gering of microearthquakes are the first three groups
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Table. 1. Seismic and hydraulic response to the multiple surface waves (R2, R3, R4, R5 and G2, G3, G4, G5)
of Tohoku, M9, EQ in Kobuleti, Georgia

Fig. 1. Water Level change in Kobuleti (top)  and Borjomi
Park (bottom) before and during Japan M9 earth-
quake,11 March 2011 in conventional units (1/min
sample rate): compressed 24 hour record. The lines
with time data point to some late teleseismic surface
(G-R) waves’ onsets.
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of multiple surface waves (G1-R1, G2-R2, etc). In-
deed, the analysis of seismograms shows that ex-
actly at above mentioned times of WL perturbations
arrive multiple surface waves R2 (08.10), R3 (09.21),
R4 (11.13) and R5 (12.30), which travelled corre-
spondingly 289, 431, 649 and 791 degrees [13].
Thus, we show that multiple surface R waves can
generate not only local microseismicity, but also
significant WL signals.

On the other hand, WL does not respond to the
arrival of G-group Love waves (G1, G2 etc)  (Figs. 1, 2).
Thus the WL signals, recorded at 08:11, 9:21, 11:14
and 12:33 are definitely triggered by passing multi-
ple surface R-waves.

Table 1 summarizes corresponding seismic and
WL data. We can conclude that though the stress
change imparted by multiple surface waves of both
G and R-groups are comparable (Table 1), the WL
responds strongly only to R-waves impact. This
result is in agreement with the statement that for
WL change porous space should consolidate or
dilate; Rayleigh waves give rise to volumetric strain

what satisfies this model [4].  S and L waves do not
have volumetric component and accordingly they
should not affect WL, but the recent data [5, 6] as
well as our results show that S and SS waves also
significantly change WL.  The mechanisms sug-
gested for explanation of the latter observation in-
clude permeability enhancement of fractured rocks
due to removal of blocking elements by oscillating
fluid [5] or just strong anisotropy/heterogeneity of
aquifer rocks, which can add volumetric component
to a shear displacement [4]; of course, such effects
are absent in isotropic homogeneous material.

Another confirmation of suggested mechanism
is following: after Tohoku EQ in the spectrum of
WL oscillations several spikes appear around fre-
quencies 2.4 10-3; 4.0 10-3; 4.9 10-3; 6.2 10-3; 7.2 10-3

Hz, which seem to be harmonics of the first mode
with a multiplier approximately 1.3. The intensity
of harmonics is especially high during the first 30
min after the EQ. The reverberations are absent in
the spectrum for the 10th March. The spectrogram
of the same WL record also shows intensive sig-

Fig. 2. Seismogram with arrivals of multiple surface G and R waves at Tbilisi s/s. Water level perturbations (Fig.1)  coincide
with  arrival of  multiple surface waves R2 (08.10), R3 (09.21), R4 (11.13) and R5 (12.30), which travelled corre-
spondingly 289, 431, 649 and 791 degrees
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nals around above frequencies. The observed re-
verberations in WL hardly can be explained by the
excitation of the so-called Kraukis waves which
propagate back and forth along fluid-filled fractures
of the aquifer, emitting periodic seismic signal [14]
(Tary et al, 2014). The frequency of Krauklis wave
depends on the fracture width, shear modulus of the
solid, fluid density and the ratio of shear and longitu-
dinal waves:  in order to be in the observed range, the
system should contain unrealistically long and thin
cracks.

The most probable explanation of WL oscillations
with periods 2-7 min is the impact of mantle surface
waves (Love and Rayleigh), which can excite seismic
signals with periods up to about 500 s (Bormann,
2012), which fits the observed WL oscillations’ fre-
quency range 2.4 10-3 - 7.2 10-3 Hz. Thus, spectral data

confirm suggested model of coupling WL signals
with  multiple surface R-waves.

Conclusion

Our new observation obtained by integrated analy-
sis of seismic and water  level records
(hydroseismograms) document, for the first time, that
multiple surface R waves generate not only local
microseismicity [12], but also significant synchro-
nous WL signals (unlike less efficient multiple sur-
face G waves).
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saqarTveloSi dafiqsirebuli mravaljeradi
releis talRebis da wylis donis anomaliebis
kavSiri 2011 wlis didi tohokus miwisZvris dros
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2011 wlis iaponiis didma tohokus (M9) miwisZvram mTels dedamiwaze gamoiwvia
lokaluri mikroseismurobis gaaqtiureba  dinamikuri trigerirebis gziT. Cven migvaCnia,
rom tohokus miwisZvram  saqarTveloSic, iaponiidan 7800 km daSorebiT, moaxdina susti
lokaluri seismuri movlenebis trigerireba. seismuri da wylis doneebis Canawerebis
erToblivi analizis Semdeg aRmoCnda, rom  garda S, L da R seismuri talRebisa, wylis
doneebis rxevas iwvevs agreTve mravaljeradi zedapiruli releis talRebi R2, R4, R4,
R5.
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